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SPA Diffuser Essence
AR-SPA-DE3

Indulge in the epitome of luxury living with our SPA Diffuser Essence, a testament to
unparalleled craftsmanship and devotion to holistic well-being. Immerse yourself in the
enchanting allure of our exclusive SPA Fragrance, meticulously curated with a harmonious
blend of precious natural therapeutic essential oils including Geranium, Lavender, Patchouli,
and Fir Needles, designed to encapsulate the essence of serenity and renewal. With its elegant
Rose Gold Signature Base and continuous diffusion of tranquil aromas, this exquisite Reed
Diffuser transcends ordinary ambiance, elevating every moment with a sense of tranquility and
sophistication. Whether treating yourself or seeking the perfect gesture of appreciation for a
host or hostess, SPA Diffuser Essence is the quintessential embodiment of luxury lifestyle
refinement.

VESSEL & ACCESSORIES: Diffuser Essence is captured in a gorgeous, frosted glass bottle adorned with cascading
sparkling rose gold waterdrops and accompanied by 8 white antibacterial reeds that fill your room with an
unparalleled SPA experience. Our Rose Gold Signature Base serves as a throne for SPA Diffuser Essence to revel in its
glory.

WEIGHT: 336mlℯ / Net Wt. 8 oz.

HOW TO USE: Please make sure to place the SPA Diffuser Essence on a sturdy surface atop our Signature Base.
Remove the copper cap from bottle and insert our exclusive white antibacterial reeds into the bottle flipping then as
often as you like to intensify the scent and Indulge Your Senses. CAUTION: Avoid contact with furniture, fabric, and
finished surfaces. Spillage may cause staining.

SAFETY INFORMATION: Keep your reed diffuser away from heat and flames. For external use only. Keep out of
reach of children. If swallowed, get medical help immediately. Avoid eye contact. In case of contact with your eyes,
flush with water. If irritation or discomfort develops, continue to flush with water and discontinue use.

FRAGRANCE: SPA is an exclusive all-natural blend of precious aroma therapeutic essential oils featuring Geranium,
Lavender, Patchouli, and Fir Needles. These oils individually or in combination help fight fatigue, anxiety, and stress,
as these molecules float into your space promoting a sense of relaxation and well-being.
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